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To American climbers the Salathe Wall is, quite simply, the greatest rock
climb in the world. Not the hardest, but the best. And the reasoning is fairly
convincing, for those who have climbed the Salathe have also pioneered the
only possible contenders in North America. In addition, probably the best
rock climbs in the Western Alps-those on the Petit Dru-have been climbed
by these same people, while they have also done many of the major routes in
the Dolomites. What information we have suggests that the Norwegian
walls are not quite so demanding as EI Capitan, and huge multi-day rock
climbs in the rest of the world are in their infancy. So, at least in 1969, it would
seem that the Salathe is Numero Uno.

The Salathe Wall was the second of the routes made on EI Capitan, and its
ascent (A.A.J. I96z 212) was as great a landmark in mountaineering as that
of the South Buttress, the Nose, the first of these giant climbs. The ascent of
the Nose in 1958 was proof that such a face could be climbed, whereas the
Salathe was evidence that the great walls could be climbed without siege
climbing. None of us who came after them can fail to be moved by the bold
strategy of the first ascent party, Tom Frost, Chuck Pratt and Royal Robbins,
for they deliberately rejected the proven fixed-rope approach and chose the
more demanding and aesthetic Alpine-style attempt. The previous year the
same group had made the first continuous ascent of any EI Capitan climb,
spending seven days on the Nose. But here the route was unknown-would it
all connect up ?

In two pushes they established ropes up to Heart Ledge, less than a third of
the total height, then cast them off and climbed for six more days, up some of
the most demanding rock then attempted, to complete the route.

By the summer of 1969, although I had made a number of the Valley climbs,
I had yet to climb EI Capitan-but not for lack of attempts. The first had been
pretty much inspired by the appearance of Mick Burke in the Valley in the
previous year. It seemed humiliating to have Mick gain the distinction (if
indeed there is any!) of being the first British climber up EI Cap, when I
was now living in California. At any rate, stirred into action, we waited for
the film crew that was working on the face and got away with Mick and partner
a few pitches behind us, in amiable competition; but at about midday a sharp
thunderstorm washed this attempt off the wall, though Mick in fact did it
later (A.J. 74 125).

During the early spring of 1969 I had been press-ganged into an attempt on
EI Cap's unclimbed Wall of the Morning Light, but this too had faded when
we ran into blank dihedrals requiring more bolts than we possessed or even
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18 El Capitan: SalatM Wall and other routes From left to right:
Dihedral Wall, Muir Wall, Salathe Wall, The Nose (A.J. 74 125),
and North America Wall. Photo: Rob Woods

cared to use. For my third effort 1 was on the Nose again, yet my partner
suffered one of those proverbial 'mind inversions' and down we came again.

This was becoming absurd, so when Gary Colliver mentioned the Salathe,
although secretly appalled at the idea 1 quickly agreed. At that time, although
it had had six ascents, they had all been by legendary hard men-whereas we
were neither legendary nor hard.

As with all great routes, the Salathe has its key pitches and the stories that
surround them; but what makes it unique is the variety and continuity of the
climbing.

One of the peculiar Yosemite customs is to prepare the first pitch or two of
a climb the evening before the real start. At least it ensures that you have to
go up the next day, if only, as is sometimes the case, to get your gear back
again. Not wanting to break with tradition, and, more to the point, needing
the time it would gain us anyway, we struggled with our five gallons of water,
food, bivouac gear, seventy karabiners and sixty pitons to the foot of the wall.

Nowadays no one leaves the ground on these routes without an extensive
'topo' (a pitch-by-pitch route map) and 1 had studied ours minutely, almost
obsessively. For with each pitch known, one could, theoretically at least,
'weight' the pitches, and so discover if the odd or even ones were less terrifying.
So, when we came to the apparently sporting decision of who was to lead the
first pitch, 1 knew it had to be Gary. For it was of the fifth pitch, originally
graded 5.10, that Robbins had said to Chouinard and Roper, who were about
to attempt the second ascent, 'Roper's too chicken and Chouinard's too short'.
When Roper succeeded it was downgraded to 'hard 5.9', but that was bad
enough.

It had been raining slightly that evening, and when we approached the wall
the next day it looked no better-but perhaps we would be spared the oppres
sive heat. Gary led the fifth pitch with great coolness, and 1 managed to use a
sky hook, probably illegal here, on the tricky traverse on the one above.
Things were moving well on this magnificent lower section of predominantly
free-climbing, as we rappelled on to Heart Ledge. By now it was late afternoon
as Gary led up, and eventually came to an embarrassing halt; he couldn't
make the reach from his last piton to the only possible next placement. Flakes,
sky hooks, trickery were all tried, and all failed. This was distinctly discouraging,
as 1 regarded him as our strongest aid man (I later learned he thought the same
of me!). Back on the ledge we discussed the key to the situation-if we can't
nail it, should we place a bolt? If some flake had broken off, then that was OK,
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19 Gary Colliver leading above Hollow Flake Crack and (right) below the Roof
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but if not ... ? 'Damned if we do, and damned if we don't.' I even remembered
hearing a piton being placed in orth Wales some years before, and cursing
out the unfortunate leader-now I was on the spot.

In my turn I couldn't make the reach, but by this time I was determined that a
failure of will was worse than a failure of morals, and placed the dreaded bolt.
At least we were moving on. ext morning Gary made the pendulum into
Hollow Flake Crack, began to layback, fell off, jammed it instead, and had
me sweating as he went up this totally unprotected, awe-inspiring IS0 ft crack
[18]. By the late afternoon I joined Gary beneath the Ear, a horizontal 5.8
chimney that is one of the crux pitches. It was here that Galen Rowell had
found the sides covered in water, and almost slipped out. I am convinced that
chimneying is my worst technique, and the Ear looked damp, so obviously I
urged Gary to the attack. Unfortunately it seemed to him that chimneys were
also his weak point, so I was soon clutching the smooth, dark sides of the
beast and chanting to Gary, 'Watch me, this is awful ... oh hell, watch it.'
Somehow I placed a 4 in bong for protection and at last emerged. By now it
was late, so we rigged up a bivouac in our belay seats, and swung gently above
a lot of space, waiting for the sun.

Our third day we passed El Cap Spire, where we should have spent the previous
night, and climbed the only unpleasant pitch on the climb, a wet and devious
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affair, that led to our next bivouac, the Block. All day it had been cool; we
weren't parched from lack of water and we even left a bag of food on the
ledge.

The fourth day we had to climb the key artificial pitches, and climb them
quickly enough to avoid spending the night on the overhanging head wall.
Layton Kor had discovered his own way from the Block to Sous Le Toit
ledge, a typically intricate piece of aid climbing, but it avoided the even worse
manoeuvres used by the earlier parties. Gary found Kor's variant; I persuaded
him his sky hook would hold, and after my short pitch he led the hardest aid
pitch on the route up to beneath the Roof. By the way he pounded in four
anchor pins I could tell the traverse under the Roof looked pretty grim, and
he didn't want me pulling him off [19]. After much gallantry I reached the
tip of the Roof, to discover I needed a rurp to exit; and I had none with me. I
did have an aluminium block, a 'bashie', which you place in a crease in the
rock, hit the correct number of times to mould to the rock and stand up.
This works pretty well on the boulders in Camp 4, but here it came flying out,
and I plunged down. Finally I brought up a rurp and continued to an incredible
sling belay on the head wall. Gary carried on past, his haul line trailing far
out beyond the vertical-one of the most exposed pitches in Yosemite, where
Roper, Steck and Long had been forced to bivouac in slings, much to Roper's
amusement and Steck's concern [20].
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With the fading light we reached the first ledge in 500 ft, and made our fourth
and last bivouac. With just three pitches to the top it was almost over, and as the
following day arrived we lay in our sleeping gear and looked down over this
fabulous wall, and now we had no doubt, the world's best rock climb. A few
hours later we joined our friends on top, who had hiked up to meet us with food,
water and a bottle of champagne. Yosemite's beautiful trails never looked so
good as we wandered back down to the valley, and the bolt business was
cheerfully dismissed by Chuck Pratt: 'So you placed a bolt, why worry,
we placed eleven.' With that I took a swig from his bottle of Mountain Red,
and another Camp 4 party was under way.

SUMMARY California, Yosemite Valley. Salathe Wall, El Capitan, 19-23 June
1969. Gary Colliver, Chris Jones. Standard VI (5.9), A4.
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